Facility Overview

What we do in San Jose
San Jose is home to two important product groups, ABB Wireless and Digital ABB. ABB Wireless connects physical equipment to the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). ABB’s digital offering, called ABB Ability™, connects customers to the power of the IIoT through sensors, software, and connectivity. Through our services and expertise, ABB Ability goes further by turning data into insights and then into the direct action that “closes the loop” and generates customer value.

Who we serve
San Jose serves ABB customers across the globe and across markets - utilities, industry and manufacturing, transportation, and infrastructure. Our Wireless solutions provide industrial strength communications networks for electric utilities, oil and gas fields, and mines, where resilient communications are integral to the safety of workers and the performance of state-of-the-art automation technologies. ABB Ability’s digital offerings enable customers to be more energy efficient, more productive, and smarter.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.

Contact info
Facility  Jerry Strout  jerry.strout@us.abb.com
Government relations  Asaf Nagler  asaf.nagler@us.abb.com | +1 202 638 1256
Sales  Greg Power  gregory.m.power@us.abb.com | +1 859 219 6051
Media  Melissa London  melissa.london@us.abb.com | +1 919 829 4431

Location
3055 Orchard Drive, San Jose, CA 95014
Operational since
2015
Number of employees
210
Offering
ABB Digital & Wireless

~ 60 manufacturing or assembly sites
> $14b invested since 2010
9 Major R&D centers
24,000 ABB employees
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